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Abstract We study a dual mode inventory management problem of a high-value component where the

customer demand and the regular transportation lead time are stochastic, and the review periods of

the two modes are different. The manufacturer is subject to a chance credit constraint that bounds the

working capital. To solve the resulting chance constrained stochastic optimization problem, we develop

a hybrid simulation optimization algorithm that combines the modified nested partitions method as the

global search framework, a feasibility detection procedure for chance constraint verification, and a KN++

procedure as the final “clean-up” procedure to ensure solution quality. We are then able to analyze the

impact of the chance credit constraint on the inventory policies and operational cost. Our numerical

study shows that the effects of the reduction in mean or variance of the regular transportation lead time

depend on whether the chance credit constraint is loose or tight. We show in this way that this tightness

may lead to different mechanisms dominating the observed behavior. Further, we show that substantially

extending the deterministic credit limit is less effective than having a slight increase in the probability

parameter of the chance credit constraint.

Keywords Supply chain management · Dual sourcing inventory management · Stochastic lead time ·

Chance constrained program · Simulation optimization

1 Introduction

Manufacturing has been globalized over the past decades. Whereas initially assembly operations were

moved from developed economies such as Europe and the United States to low-cost economies in Asia

and Latin America, later on component manufacturing also moved to these emerging economies, to

ensure a supplier base close to the assembly operations. However, for some specific components, sourcing
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still typically takes place in Europe or the United States, despite of the disadvantages of remoteness

in sourcing and potentially higher logistics cost. For example, German automakers such as Audi or

Volkswagen have grown dramatically in China over the past decades, but certain key components are

still sourced in Europe. There are a variety of reasons why this remote sourcing is still justified. In some

cases, the technology is such that this cannot be sourced reliably in a developing economy, for instance

because the required worker skill is not present. In other cases, concerns over Intellectual Property (IP)

protection drive manufacturers to retain their manufacturing operations of key components in countries

where the leakage of IP is smaller.

Consequently, assembly operations in emerging economies are faced with unavoidable imports of

high-value components. Swenson (2011) reports an annual value of imports of auto parts into China

worth about 24 billion USD in 2009, and that imports have not decreased despite of the content-based

tariff policy (effective in 2004-2009) requiring that, if imported parts cause the Chinese content of the

assembled automobile to fall below 60%, the tariff applied to the imported parts would be that for the

assembled automobile rather than that for the parts. While the auto part imports into China are a

sizeable and interesting example, similar examples can be found in other industries and countries, such

as semiconductors from Japan and Korea to the electronics industry in Vietnam.

Many of these assemblers in emerging economies are faced with limited access to credit. This could be

due to the letter of credit required by exporters from Europe or the United States, or limited availability

of credit due to rapid economic growth. Since very often prepayment is required, the pipeline inventory

(usually carried in ocean transportation with long and uncertain lead time) is fully financed by the

importing firm, which is constrained by the credit limit of the firm. The firm could decide to reduce

its need on working capital by reducing its inventory and resorting to a faster transportation mode in

emergency, albeit at a higher transportation cost.

In this paper, we study the inventory management problem of such a firm. More specifically, we model

an inventory management system with dual supply transportation modes (i.e., regular and emergency)

with different review periods, uncertain lead time of the regular mode, and a chance constraint on

the working capital due to limited access to credit. In practice, credit constraints are not as tight as

currently commonly modeled in the operations management and economics literature (e.g., Feder 1985;

Blancard et al 2006; Liu and Wang 2009; Hartmann and Briskorn 2010). Oftentimes, creditors will allow

temporary extensions of the credit limit, especially to debtors that have a good standing, to allow for

temporary increases in credit need. For instance, Guariglia and Mateut (2016) report on this practice

in China. While in practice this is common for instance in cases of seasonal demand, we show in this

paper that this may also make sense in cases of supply uncertainty. Creditors may implement a chance

credit constraint for instance by allowing their reliable customers to exceed the credit limit for a limited

number of days per year.

We are interested in determining the optimal base-stock levels for such a dual-mode inventory system,

and further studying the impact of the chance credit constraint on the performance of this system. With

regard to the latter, we are also interested in understanding the performance differences of working

under a chance credit constraint compared to working under a deterministic credit constraint. Our
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results indicate that managing the variability of working capital substantially impacts operational cost.

Specifically, the effects of the reduction in mean or variance of the regular transportation lead time

depend on whether the chance constraint is loose or tight, We show in this way that this tightness may

lead to different mechanisms dominating the observed behavior. Further, we show that only allowing a

small chance of violating the credit constraint, leads to a substantial improvement in operational costs

performance. It is not possible to get close to such a performance improvement by a limited relaxation

of the deterministic credit constraint. This implies that for creditors it may be better to deploy a chance

constraint, i.e., allowing reliable clients to exceed the credit limits for a number of days per year rather

than extending the regular (deterministic) credit limit.

The chance credit constraint imposes a challenge in solution techniques. There is no existing simula-

tion optimization algorithm that can be directly applied to solve this problem efficiently. We propose a

hybrid algorithm by combining the strengths of different methods, including the modified nested parti-

tions method (Shi and Ólafsson 2000b, 2008), the feasibility detection procedure (Batur and Kim 2005;

Andradóttir and Kim 2010), and the KN++ procedure (Malone et al 2005).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related literature and summarize

our contribution in Section 2. We then formulate the mathematical model in Section 3 and describe the

hybrid simulation optimization algorithm in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide the results of numerical

experiments, evaluate the performance of the hybrid algorithm and discuss the modeling and managerial

insights associated with the chance credit constraint. We provide our concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

In this section, we review the literature on dual sourcing and credit constrained inventory manage-

ment problems, relevant simulation optimization algorithms, and a selection of the literature on chance

constrained programming. We then summarize our position in the literature.

2.1 Inventory management

Extensive research on the dual sourcing problem has been published in the inventory management lit-

erature. Most of this literature addresses the problem with deterministic lead times. Moinzadeh and

Nahmias (1988) study the dual mode problem in a comprehensive way. In their study, the company

has two replenishment modes: regular replenishment with long lead time and cheap transportation, and

emergency replenishment with short lead time and expensive transportation. They formulate a four-

parameter policy to determine the replenishment levels and order quantities for both modes. Vlachos

and Tagaras (2001) consider the problem of setting optimal base-stock levels for a periodic-review dual

mode inventory system. Specifically, they bound the capacity of the emergency replenishment. They

derive approximate expressions of the operational cost. Recent results in this setting have been obtained

by Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf (2008), who propose a dual-index policy for single-stage capacitated

dual sourcing inventory systems. The work by Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf (2008) is generalized by
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Sheopuri et al (2010), based on the observation that the dual sourcing problem is a generalization of

the classic lost-sales inventory problem. Also, Scheller-Wolf et al (2007) propose a class of single-index

policies, leading to substantial computational benefits.

Sculli and Wu (1981) are the first to model stochastic lead times in a dual sourcing problem. Through

the numerical analysis supported by simulation, they provide a set of tables to compute the mean and

variance of the normally distributed lead time, when two suppliers are used simultaneously to replenish

the inventory. Ramasesh et al (1991) compare a single supplier policy and a dual supplier policy in a

stochastic lead time inventory model. Considering lead times with uniform and exponential distributions,

they conclude that if lead times are highly stochastic and ordering cost is low, taking a dual sourcing

policy would be more economical. As the stochastic lead time setting prohibits extensive formal analysis,

subsequent studies use simulation-based approaches to further develop this line of study. Bashyam and

Fu (1998) formulate an (s,S) inventory model in the presence of uncertain demand, stochastic lead

time, and a service-level constraint. They adopt a gradient-estimation method to obtain (sample path)

estimators of operational cost and service level. Glasserman and Tayur (1995) consider a multi-echelon

base-stock production-inventory system with uncertain demand and a manufacturing capacity constraint.

They adopt a simulation-based derivative estimation method to study the sensitivity of state variables

and performance measures. Janakiraman and Roundy (2004) prove that the discounted operations cost

is convex in the order-up-to level in a base-stock policy when lost sales and stochastic lead times are

considered. Minner (2003) provides the most recent literature review on multiple sourcing, including dual

sourcing.

Zhao et al (2012) study a dual mode inventory problem with a similar structure to our current

study: a cheap yet slow regular transportation mode with stochastic lead time and a fast yet expensive

emergency transportation mode with deterministic lead time. The review periods of the two modes are

different, motivated by different shipment frequencies in ocean and air transportation. Furthermore, they

introduce a credit constraint on the working capital. The underlying trade-off is between the use of the

ocean transportation mode that demands higher working capital in inventory and the use of the air

transportation mode that has higher operational cost.

Recently, Bendavid et al (2016) study a single-echelon, single-sourced inventory model under a working

capital constraint and show that under a tight constraint the system may become unstable. New ways

of financing working capital to address the issue from a financing perspective have been studied by

Tanrisever et al (2012), who study the effects of reverse factoring on the inventory policy, and by Reindorp

et al (2013), who study the effects of trade credit on the inventory policy. In our paper, we abstain from

such alternative financing option and, like Bendavid et al (2016) and Zhao et al (2012), only consider a

firm that deploys traditional working capital financed by asset-based loans or self-financing, in line with

Buzacott and Zhang (2004).
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2.2 Simulation optimization

The challenge in the design of simulation optimization algorithms is to balance the computational effort

between the evaluation of a single (feasible) solution via simulation and the search within the feasible

region without prior knowledge of the problem structure. Fu (2002) provides a comprehensive review

of this “exploitation-vs-exploration” research. To stochastically compare a small number of alternatives,

ranking and selection (R&S), multiple comparison procedures (MCPs), and optimal computing budget

allocation (OCBA) approaches can select the best solution, or a subset containing the best one, with

targeted statistical confidence using least possible computation efforts (Swisher et al 2004). To search

in a large feasible region (e.g., high-dimensional space), two classes of approaches are commonly used:

gradient-based approaches, such as stochastic approximation (Robbins and Monro 1951; Fu and Hu 1997),

and random search approaches, such as stochastic ruler (Andradóttir 1995; Alrefaei and Andradóttir

2005), nested partitions (NP) method (Shi and Ólafsson 2000a,b; Shi and Olafsson 2007; Shi and Ólafsson

2008), and COMPASS (Hong and Nelson 2006). Hong and Nelson (2007) provide a general theoretical

framework for locally convergent random search.

Many studies have shown that a hybrid approach can improve the algorithm performance. The general

idea is to combine global search, local improvement, and clean-up/refining phases, as well as the transi-

tion mechanisms between these phases, with certain convergence guarantee. For example, the industrial

strength COMPASS (Xu et al 2010) puts together a genetic algorithm variant, modified COMPASS,

and a ranking & selection method. Unlike the sequential connection of the three phases in COMPASS,

Pichitlamken and Nelson (2003) embed the hill-climbing algorithm and sequential selection with memory

in the nested partitions method.

Shi and Ólafsson (2000a) first develop the nested partitions (NP) method for deterministic optimiza-

tion problems, and then extend it to the simulation optimization context (Shi and Ólafsson 2000b). The

NP method provides a generic framework with guaranteed global convergence and allows flexibility in

algorithm design based on problem properties and domain knowledge. The NP method with intelligent

improvements has shown its effectiveness in many applications, such as TSP problem (Shi et al 1999),

feature selection in data mining (Ólafsson and Yang 2005), and beam angle selection (Zhang et al 2009).

See more applications in Shi and Ólafsson (2008).

Ranking and selection (R&S) procedures are statistical methods to select the best solution among

competitive alternatives with a pre-specified probability of correct selection (PCS). Two types of R&S are

the indifference-zone (IZ) procedures and the subset selection procedures (Swisher et al 2003). The latter

approach only aims at obtaining a subset that contains the best solution with PCS, without specification

of the IZ parameter. Many variants have been developed to address issues that are specific to simulation

experiments, such as unknown variances, non-normality of output, and common random numbers (Kim

and Nelson 2006b). The NSGS procedure (Nelson et al 2001) combines both: first screen the large

population via subset-selection, and then identify the best system via IZ selection. The KN procedure

(Kim and Nelson 2001) further extends the “screening” process in a fully sequential manner: after the

initialization stage, the procedure takes only one more replication of each alternative, and eliminates the
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inferior ones with certain statistical confidence. KN++ procedure (Malone et al 2005) extends this fully

sequential approach for steady-state simulations. Unlike these frequentists’ approaches, OCBA techniques

distribute computational efforts to alternatives in a sequential manner from a Bayesian perspective (Chen

1995, 1996), which has also been successfully applied in many areas (Chen et al 2006, 2008, 2010).

2.3 Chance constrained programming

The chance constrained programming (CCP) problem dates back to Charnes and Cooper (1959). It has

been applied in many areas, such as production planning (Murr and Prekopa 2000), inventory control

(Lejeune and Ruszczyński 2007), and supply risk management (Talluri et al 2006; Wu and Olson 2008).

Solving CCP problems posts significant challenges in computation, since the chance constraints violate

linearity or convexity properties and introduce stochasticity in feasibility evaluation. Two strategies are

commonly used in solving CCP problems: transformation and approximation. Only few special cases of

CCP problems can be transformed into tractable optimization problems. Charnes and Cooper (1963)

study the deterministic equivalents of CCP problems with independent chance constraints under various

classes of objectives. Miller and Wagner (1965) extend the work to CCP problems with joint chance

constraints in which only right-hand-sides are random, and transform the problems into deterministic

non-linear optimization problems for these special cases. In similar settings, Luedtke et al (2010) explore

the mixed-integer programming formulation with an additional finite distribution assumption. Luedtke

(2013) improves the algorithm efficiency via a branch-and-cut decomposition.

Besides the exact reformulations of CCP problems, different approaches to approximate the feasible

regions have been studied extensively. Hillier (1967) proposes a linear programming approximation and

a two-stage approach for solving CCP problems with binary or bounded continuous variables. Seppala

(1971) and Olson and Swenseth (1987) study different linear approximation methods. Nemirovski and

Shapiro (2006a) propose a convex conservative approximation which can be solved efficiently. In addition,

some simulation-based methods have also shown to be effective in solving CCP problems. One popular

approach is the sample average approximation (SAA) (Pagnoncelli et al 2009; Nemirovski and Shapiro

2006b; Luedtke and Ahmed 2008). Poojari and Varghese (2008) propose a framework combining a genetic

algorithm with Monte Carlo simulation. Note that the verification of chance constraints at a candidate

solution can become non-trivial once the optimization is based on a complex simulation model. Batur

and Kim (2005) and Andradóttir and Kim (2010) propose statistical procedures for feasibility checks in

simulation optimization.

2.4 Our position in the literature

In this study, we model a dual mode inventory management problem with stochastic lead time for the

regular mode, and deterministic lead time for the emergency mode. Furthermore, the review periods

of the two modes are different, reflecting their different shipment frequencies. While the dual mode

problem has been studied extensively as dual sourcing problem (Minner 2003), little work has been done
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on the dual mode problem with different review periods between the two modes. Moreover, our work

differs from most of the previous work by taking a credit constraint into account. This credit constraint

is reasonable and realistic, especially for manufacturers that procure high-value components, because

the amount of working capital tied up in on-hand and pipeline inventory will affect the manufacturer’s

financial capability. Zhao et al (2012) study and illustrate the significant impact of the deterministic credit

constraint on the inventory policy and the expected operational cost. In this study, we further relax the

deterministic credit constraint as a chance credit constraint. In practice, some short-term overdraft may

be allowed (Guariglia and Mateut 2016). Introducing the chance constraint in our credit constrained

dual mode problem provides us with new and interesting managerial insights. In Section 5.4, we further

compare between the impact of the chance credit constraint and that of the relaxed deterministic credit

constraint.

In terms of methodology, our work falls into the tradition of using simulation-based models to analyze

complex dual sourcing problems. In addition to the conventional simulation modeling and analysis, we

employ more advanced techniques which extend recent advances in simulation optimization. Specifically,

we combine the modified nested partitions method (Shi and Ólafsson 2000b, 2008) as the global search

framework, a feasibility detection procedure (Batur and Kim 2005; Andradóttir and Kim 2010) for chance

constraint verification, and a R&S KN++ procedure (Malone et al 2005) as the final “clean-up” procedure

to ensure solution quality.

3 Model Formulation

We consider a manufacturer that procures a high-value component from an overseas supplier. Normally,

the manufacturer periodically reviews and replenishes its inventory with regular orders via a cheap yet

slow transportation mode (e.g., by ocean), the lead time of which is long and stochastic. Demand is

stochastic, and unfulfilled demand is backordered. To avoid production stoppage cost and to reduce

backorder cost, the manufacturer may resort to emergency orders via a fast yet expensive mode (e.g., by

air), the lead time of which is short and deterministic. The review periods of the regular and emergency

orders are different due to different shipment frequencies of the two transportation modes. In practice,

for example, the regular orders by ocean may be reviewed every two weeks, and the emergency orders

by air may be reviewed daily.

The inventory policy affects not only the operational costs, but also the cash position (or working

capital) of the manufacturer. Each time when the manufacturer places an order, no matter in which

mode, it must place a down payment, and will pay for the remaining balance upon the receipt of the

component. This payment procedure may have a two-fold impact: (1) the finite credit limit on the

manufacturer’s working capital poses restrictions on its inventory policy; and (2) the long and stochastic

lead time of regular orders leads to a serious pressure on its working capital. In this study, we relax the

deterministic credit constraint on the working capital in Zhao et al (2012) and allow the manufacturer to

violate the credit constraint up to a certain probability. The manufacturer seeks for the inventory policy
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to minimize the expected average operational cost over a finite planning horizon T , while satisfying the

probabilistically constrained violation of the credit limit.

3.1 Inventory policies

First, we define the notation on the inventory system as in Table 1.

Table 1: Notation: inventory system

Notation Definition

D(t) Demand in period t.

p1(t) Regular orders arriving at the manufacturer’s site at the start of period t.

p2(t) Emergency order arriving at the manufacturer’s site at the start of period t.

p(t) Total orders arriving at the manufacturer’s site at the start of period t. p(t) = p1(t) + p2(t).

r1(t) Regular orders released by the manufacturer at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt

of p(t).

r2(t) Emergency orders released by the manufacturer at the start of period t, immediately before the

receipt of p(t).

r(t) Total orders released by the manufacturer at the start of period t. r(t) = r1(t) + r2(t).

X(t) On-hand inventory at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt of p(t).

B(t) Backorder at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt of p(t).

J(t) Inventory level at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt of p(t). We have J(t) =

X(t)−B(t), X(t) = (J(t))+, and B(t) = (J(t))−.

O(t) Total pipeline inventory (of both regular and emergency orders) at the start of period t, immediately

before the receipt of p(t).

Y (t) Total net inventory position at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt of p(t).

O2(t) Pipeline inventory of emergency orders, at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt of

p(t).

Y2(t) Net inventory position excluding pipeline inventory of regular orders at the start of period t,

immediately before the receipt of p(t).

R Review period of regular orders.

L1(t) Lead time of the regular order released at the start of period t.

L2 Lead time of emergency orders.

S1 Base-stock level for regular orders.

S2 Base-stock level for emergency orders.

The manufacturer reviews its inventory for regular orders every R periods (e.g., every two weeks)

and for emergency orders every period (e.g., daily). We assume that the lead time of regular orders (L1)

is an i.i.d. random variable with expectation E[L1] and that the lead time of emergency orders (L2) is

deterministic. Furthermore, we can reasonably assume that E[L1] > R, as often in the cases of ocean

transportation.

We consider the case where the manufacturer uses base-stock policies for both regular and emergency

orders. Denote the hockey-stick functions (x)+ = max{x, 0} and (x)− = max{−x, 0}. The regular order
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quantity is

r1(t) =

(S1 − Y (t))+, t = R, 2R, ...,

0, otherwise,

(1)

where the total net inventory position is calculated as

Y (t) = X(t)−B(t) +O(t). (2)

The emergency order quantity is

r2(t) = (S2 − Y2(t))+, t = 0, 1, 2, ..., (3)

where

Y2(t) = X(t)−B(t) +O2(t). (4)

Note that when releasing an emergency order, the manufacturer does not take the uncertain pipeline

inventory of regular orders into account. In a period when the manufacturer reviews the inventory for

both regular and emergency orders, it reviews for the emergency orders first and then the regular orders.

After placing the new regular and emergency orders r1(t) and r2(t), the manufacturer receives the

arriving past regular and emergency orders, if any, which are

p1(t) =
∑

{k:k+L1(k)=t}

r1(k), (5)

p2(t) = r2(t− L2). (6)

The pipeline inventory of the regular and emergent orders are then updated as

O(t+ 1) = O(t) + r1(t) + r2(t)− p1(t)− p2(t), (7)

O2(t+ 1) = O2(t) + r2(t)− p2(t). (8)

Finally, the material balance constraint is as follows.

X(t+ 1)−B(t+ 1) = X(t)−B(t)−D(t) + p(t). (9)

Note that Equation (9) can also be written as

X(t+ 1) = (X(t)−B(t)−D(t) + p(t))+,

B(t+ 1) = (X(t)−B(t)−D(t) + p(t))−.

We set the initial conditions as Y (0) = Y2(0) = X(0) = 0, B(0) = O(0) = O2(0) = 0, and r(0) = p(0) =

0.
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Table 2: Notation: operational cost and case flow

Notation Definition

v Unit component value ($).

h Inventory holding cost ($/unit/period).

b Backorder cost ($/unit/period).

c1 Shipping cost of regular orders ($/unit).

c2 Shipping cost of emergency orders ($/unit).

C(t) Total operational cost in period t.

fIN (t) Total cash inflow in period t.

fOUT (t) Total cash outflow in period t.

P(t) The cash position at the start of period t, immediately before the receipt of ordered components

p(t).

γ Down payment upon the release of an order, as a fraction of the order value.

τ Credit limit on the working capital (on the maximal negative cash position).

3.2 Cash flow and the chance credit constraint

The notation on the associated operational cost and cash flow is defined in Table 2.

The sequence of cash flow events in each period is as follows.

1. The manufacturer releases an order (regular or emergency) and pays a down payment to the supplier.

2. Previous orders arrive at the manufacturer’s site, and the manufacturer pays for the balance of these

orders.

3. The manufacturer uses the components to assemble the final products, meets customer demand, and

receives the payment from its customers.

Note that, in this problem, we assume that the component value remains the same throughout the

overall procurement-assembly-sales process, to avoid nontrivial discussions on the allocation of cost and

profit margins. As long as the component value does not decrease, all results and insights in this paper

hold.

The cash inflow in period t includes the total value of the backorders (from period t − 1, if any)

and demand (in period t) that are fulfilled in period t. The cash outflow in period t includes the down

payment (upon the releasing of a new order) and the balance payment (upon the receipt of previously

ordered components) at the start of period t. We thus have the cash balance equations as follows.

f IN (t) = v · [D(t) +B(t)−B(t+ 1)] , (10)

fOUT (t) = γ · v · r(t) + (1− γ) · v · p(t), (11)

P(t) = P(t− 1) + f IN (t− 1)− fOUT (t− 1). (12)

Equations (10)-(12) serve as the cash flow constraints in the stochastic optimization problem summarized

in Section 3.3.
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Note that if the initial condition of cash position is well defined, i.e., −P(0) = γ · v ·O(0) + v ·X(0).

By definition of cash inflows and outflows, the negative cash position is

− P(t) = γ · v ·O(t) + v ·X(t), ∀t = 1, · · · , T. (13)

Intuitively, the negative cash position (or working capital) −P(t) increases with the on-hand inventory

X(t) and the pipeline inventory O(t).

The manufacturer faces a finite credit limit on its working capital, τ . That is, −P(t) ≤ τ , t = 1, . . . , T .

However, in practice, when the working capital goes beyond the credit limit, the manufacturer may be

able to obtain additional financing. Therefore, we introduce a chance credit constraint as in (14) to allow

for opportunities of the manufacturer to violate the credit constraint up to a certain probability α (e.g.,

α = 5%).

P+ := E

[
1

T

T∑
t=1

1{−P(t)≥τ}

]
≤ α, (14)

where P+ denotes the expected chance of violating the credit limit over the planning horizon T . Note

that we use Equation (13) to bookkeep the negative cash position −P(t), which is used in the chance

credit constraint (14).

As indicated in Equation (13), if we raise the base-stock level for either the regular mode (S1) or

the emergency mode (S2), the long-run inventory level will increase accordingly. This implies that the

negative cash position (−P(t)) will also increase. Therefore, it becomes more likely that −P(t) exceeds

the credit limit (τ) and the chance credit constraint (14) is violated.

3.3 The stochastic optimization problem

The operational cost consists of the inventory holding cost, backorder cost, and transportation cost:

C(t) = h ·X(t+ 1) + b ·B(t+ 1) + c1 · r1(t) + c2 · r2(t). (15)

Thus, the dual mode inventory problem can be modeled as a chance constrained stochastic opti-

mization problem, where we search for an inventory policy (S1, S2), to minimize the expected average

operational cost over the planning horizon T , as in (16).

min
(S1,S2)

E

[
1

T

T∑
t=0

C(t)

]
(16)

s.t. (1)− (9), (inventory constraints)

(10)− (12), (cash flow constraints)

(14). (chance credit constraint)
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4 The Hybrid Solution Algorithm

The chance constrained stochastic optimization problem (16) involves dual supply modes with different

lead times, one of which is stochastic, and different review periods. Moreover, the chance credit constraint

(14) adds further complexity to the problem. Such settings do not allow for obtaining analytical solutions.

Indeed, we have to resort to simulation to even evaluate a given inventory policy (S1, S2). Therefore, we

propose a hybrid simulation optimization approach to tackle this problem. More specifically, we employ

a modified nested partitions method (Shi and Ólafsson 2000b, 2008) as the global search framework, a

feasibility detection algorithm (Batur and Kim 2005; Andradóttir and Kim 2010) for the chance constraint

verification, and a ranking & selection KN++ procedure (Malone et al 2005) as the final “clean-up”

procedure to ensure solution quality.

Next, we introduce a simplified equivalent model of (16), to facilitate the following description of the

hybrid algorithm. Define

f(θ, ω) =
1

T

T∑
t=0

C(t), (17)

g(θ, ω) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

1{−P(t)≥τ}. (18)

Both f(θ, ω) and g(θ, ω) are evaluated by the simulation model under the inventory policy, θ = (S1, S2),

and the random stream of stochastic demand and lead time of regular orders, ω ∈ Ω, satisfying the

inventory constraints (1)-(9) and cash constraints (10)-(12). Then the chance constrained stochastic

optimization model can be equivalently written as

min
θ

Eω[f(θ, ω)] (19)

s.t. Eω[g(θ, ω)] ≤ α. (20)

Note that P+ = Eω[g(θ, ω)].

4.1 The nested partitions method

The nested partitions method solves optimization problems of the form

min
θ∈Θ

Eω[f(θ, ω)]. (21)

f(θ, ω) is an (induced) random variable that depends on θ ∈ Θ and ω ∈ Ω, whereΘ is a finite search region

and Ω is the sample space. Normally, f(θ, ω) (and therefore Eω[f(θ, ω)]) cannot be evaluated analytically,

and thus simulation becomes necessary. In this paper, f(θ, ω) is defined in (17), θ corresponds to the

base-stock levels (S1, S2) and Θ represents the search space of (S1, S2).

Conventionally, the nested partitions method (Algorithm 4 in Appendix A) outputs the candidate

(singleton) solution with the largest visit count as the optimal solution (Shi and Ólafsson 2000b, 2008).
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However, the evaluation of both the objective function value Eω[f(θ, ω)] (optimality) and the left-hand-

side (LHS) of the chance constraint Eω[g(θ, ω)] (feasibility) is subject to estimation errors, especially

with a limited sample size Nθ to evaluate each sampled solution θ.

Therefore, we employ a modified nested partitions method (Algorithm 1). Instead of only bookkeeping

the singleton solutions, we maintain a candidate pool of promising solutions. We denote the candidate

solution pool as Θc. Θc is a set of (θ, v(θ)) pairs sorted in the descending order of v(θ), where v(θ) is the

estimated value of Eω[f(θ, ω)]. The (θ, v(θ)) pairs are collected and Θc is updated in in Step 2. We also

skip the singleton solution visit counting in Step 3 of Algorithm 4. At the termination of Algorithm 1,

we output the candidate solution pool Θc, for further feasibility and optimality examination by the

feasibility detection procedure (Algorithm 2) and KN++ procedure (Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 1 The modified nested partitions method

Step 0 Initialization.

Set iteration counter k = 0.

Set the most promising region σ(k) to be the entire search region Θ.

Set the candidate solution pool to be empty (Θc = ∅).

Step 1 Partition.

If the most promising region is a singleton (containing only one point),

it remains unchanged (no partitions).

Else, partition the most promising region σ(k) into Mσ(k) subregions, σr(k),

r = 1, . . . ,Mσ(k) (using the “biggest range” partition policy).

Aggregate the surrounding regions as region σMσ(k)+1(k).

Step 2 Sampling and evaluation of solution points.

In each subregion σr(k), randomly sample Nσr(k) solution points, denoted as θri ,

i = 1, . . . , Nσr(k).

For each θri , run the simulation model and evaluate f̂(θri , ω) and ĝ(θri , ω)

with Nθri replications of random streams of ω ∈ Ω.

Denoted the corresponding sample means as f̄(θri ) and ḡ(θri ), respectively.

If ḡ(θri ) > α (violating the chance credit constraint (20)), set f̄(θri ) = bigM.

Else, update the candidate solution pool Θc with (θri , f̄(θri )) as follows.

If θri exists in Θc, update (θri , v(θri )) with (θri ,min{v(θri ), f̄(θri )}).

Else, insert (θri , f̄(θri )) into Θc. Remove the (θ, v(θ)) pair with

the lowest v(θ) if needed, to maintain the size of Θc.

Step 3 Select the most promising region.

Estimate the promising index for each subregion σr(k), r = 1, . . . ,Mσ(k) + 1,

Îr = mini∈{1,...,Nσr(k)} f̄(θri ).

Select the subregion with the best (minimum) promising index as the most

promising region.

If the index corresponds to the surrounding region,

backtrack (the most promising region) to the entire region Θ.

If k = Kmax, terminate and output the candidate solution pool Θc.

Otherwise, set k = k + 1. Go to Step 1.
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4.2 The feasibility detection procedure

Due to the stochastic nature of the chance constrained stochastic optimization problem (16), precise

verification of the chance credit constraint (14) is computationally expensive or even prohibitive. Batur

and Kim (2005) and Andradóttir and Kim (2010) provide a feasibility detection procedure (Algorithm 2).

Based on the observed simulation outputs, it identifies a subset (F ) of feasible or near-feasible solutions

from a set of candidate solutions, subject to the probabilistic constraints (22).

F = {i ∈ I : Eω [g(θi, ω)] ≤ α}, (22)

where I is the index set of candidate solutions, output by the modified nested partition method. g(θi, ω)

is the simulation output of solution θi, i ∈ I, under random stream ω. α is the desired restriction on the

expected output of solution θi, i ∈ I.

Algorithm 2 The feasibility detection procedure

Step 0 Initialization.

Choose confidence level 1− αF , tolerance level ε, and first stage sample size nF0 ≥ 2.

Set I as the index set of the solution pool output by the modified nested partitions

method, and F = ∅.

Obtain nF0 observations ĝ(θi, ωj), j = 1, ..., nF0 , for each candidate solution θi, i ∈ I,

and compute

S2
i =

nF0∑
j=1

(ĝ(θi, ωj)− ḡi(nF0 ))
2
/(nF0 − 1).

Set the replication counter r = nF0 .

Step 1 Feasibility check.

Let R(r; a, b, c) := max{0, a
2

( bc
a2
− r)}, for a, b, c ≥ 0.

For each i ∈ I, if
r∑
j=1

(ĝ(θi, ωj)− α) ≥ +R(r; ε, h2, Si
2), then eliminate i from I;

if

r∑
j=1

(ĝ(θi, ωj)− α) ≤ −R(r; ε, h2, Si
2), then move i from I to F .

The parameter h2 depends on αF , nF0 , and the size of I.

Step 2 Stopping rule.

If |I| = 0, terminate and return F as the set of feasible solutions.

Otherwise, take one additional observation ĝ(θi, ωr+1) from each solution θi, i ∈ I.

Set r = r + 1 and go to Step 1.

The feasibility detection procedure guarantees a probability of 1−αF to correctly identify the feasible

solutions. For each candidate solution, the feasibility detection procedure applies sequential statistical

tests, in which the critical boundaries (±R(·)) converge in a finite number of iterations. In our numerical

experiments, we have checked whether the simulation outputs are normally distributed, which is the

case.
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4.3 The KN++ procedure

The KN++ procedure (Malone et al 2005) is an R&S procedure to select the optimal system among a

small number of alternatives in steady-state simulation. In general, R&S procedures aim at solving

min
i∈I

Eω [f(θi, ω)], (23)

where f(θi, ω) is the steady-state performance measure of the candidate solution θi under random stream

ω. I corresponds to the index set of the solutions that have passed the feasibility detection procedure

(Algorithm 2).

The KN++ procedure (Algorithm 3) takes a fully sequential (or stepwise screen-out) strategy. In

each iteration, the procedure screens out inferior solutions, until only one solution is retained as the final

solution. It updates the variance estimates when more observations become available and is proven to

be asymptotically valid (Malone et al 2005; Kim and Nelson 2006a, 2007).

Algorithm 3 The KN++ procedure

Step 0 Initialization.

Choose confidence level 1− αKN , indifference zone δKN > 0, and first

stage sample size nKN0 ≥ 2.

Set I = {1, · · · , k} as the index set of candidate solutions output by the

feasibility detection procedure (Algorithm 2).

For each θi, i ∈ I, run the simulation model with nKN0 random streams and

evaluate the objective function values, denoted as f̂(θi, ωj), j = 1, ..., nKN0 .

Set the replication counter r = nKN0 .

Step 1 Update.

Calculate constant η = 1
2

[(
2αKN

k−1

)− 2
r−1 − 1

]
and h2 = 2η · (r − 1).

Compute the estimator

S2
ii′ (r) = 1

r−1

r∑
j=1

(
f̂(θi, ωj)− f̂(θi′ , ωj)−

[
f̄i(r)− f̄i′ (r)

])2
, ∀i 6= i′ ∈ I,

where f̄i(r) =
r∑
j=1

f̂(θi, ωj)/r.

Step 2 Screening.

Set Iold = I.

Let I =
{
i : i ∈ Iold and f̄i(r) ≤ f̄i′ (r) +Wii′ (r), ∀i′ ∈ Iold, i′ 6= i

}
,

where Wii′ (r) = max

{
0, δ

KN

2r

(
h2S2

ii′ (r)

(δKN )2
− r
)}

.

Step 3 Stopping rule.

If | I |= 1, terminate and output the solution in I as the best solution.

Otherwise, take one additional observation f̂(θi, ωr+1) for each solution θi, i ∈ I.

Set r = r + 1. Go to Step 1.

4.4 The hybrid algorithm

The hybrid algorithm is depicted in Figure 1. The modified nested partitions method serves as the global

search framework, which collects a pool of candidate solutions. The chance constraints of these candidate
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solutions are then evaluated more accurately by the feasibility detection procedure (Algorithm 2). Finally,

the KN++ procedure (Algorithm 3) identifies the best feasible solution.

Initialize

Partition or 
backtrack

Sample 
solution points

Bookkeep 
candidate solutions

Terminate
N

Modified nested partitions method
Feasibility detection

procedure

KN++ procedure

Y

Candidate 
solution pool

Feasible solutions

Final solution

Fig. 1: Flow chart of the hybrid algorithm

5 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we first describe the experiment settings, then examine the performance of the hybrid

algorithm, and lastly, discuss the modeling and managerial insights.

5.1 Experiment settings

The simulation model and the hybrid algorithm are implemented in C++. For the simulation, we set

the length of the warm-up period as 200 periods and the (additional) run length as 4000 periods in

accordance with the guidance in Chapter 9.5.1 of Law and Kelton (2000).

As in Zhao et al (2012), we assume that the manufacturer faces stochastic demand and set the demand

process as a second-order autoregressive process:

D(t) = δ + φ1D(t− 1) + φ2D(t− 2) + εt,

where εt ∼ N(0, σ2
ε ). In our simulation model, we initialize the demand as

D(−2) = D(−1) = E[D(t)] =
δ

1− φ1 − φ2
.

We list the base case problem parameters in Table 3, which are kept the same as those in Zhao et al

(2012). In our base case settings, a period corresponds to a day. That is, the manufacturer reviews

its inventory for regular orders every R = 15 days and for emergency order daily. Note that the high

backorder cost are common in the automotive industry due to the high production line stoppage cost

caused by component shortages. The algorithm parameters are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3: Base case parameter settings

Parameter Value

v 500

h 0.20

b 1,000

c1 5

c2 50

γ 10%

τ 1,000,000

εt ∼ N(0, 32)

L1(t) ∼ Triang(30, 40, 60)

L2 2

R 15

δ 10

φ1 0.5

φ2 0.4

Table 4: Algorithm parameter settings

Parameter Value

Nested partitions method

Number of subregions in each dimension 4

Maximum number of iterations, Kmax 200

Size of the candidate solution pool 100

Feasibility detection procedure

First stage sample size nF0 30

Confidence level (1− αF ) 0.95

Tolerance level ε 0.0005

KN++ procedure

First stage sample size nKN0 50

Confidence level (1− αKN ) 0.99

Indifference zone parameter δKN 0.5

5.2 Algorithm performances

We first examine the performance of the hybrid algorithm on the contour plots of Eω[f(θ, ω)] and

Eω[g(θ, ω)], and then compare the hybrid algorithm (Figure 1) with only the nested partitions method

(Algorithm 4 in Appendix A).

In Figure 2, we illustrate the performance of the hybrid algorithm. The solid black (dark) lines

represent the contour plot of the objective value Eω[f(θ, ω)] and the dashed red (light) lines represent

the contour plot of the chance of violating the credit limit Eω[g(θ, ω)]. To do so, we discretize the S1-S2

plane into grids. More specifically, we discretize S1 into 50 intervals in the range of [2000, 8000] and

discretize S2 into 50 intervals in the range of [0, 800]. We evaluate the values f̄(θ) and ḡ(θ) (estimators of

Eω[f(θ, ω)] and Eω[g(θ, ω)]) of each grid point θ offline with an evaluation sample size of 1000 and plot

the contours (solid black lines for f̄(θ) and dashed red lines for ḡ(θ)). We then plot the final solutions
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identified by the hybrid algorithm of 50 replications in the contour plots when α = 1% (Figure 2). Plots

corresponding to α = 2% and 5% show the same pattern, except the locations of the solution points

depending on α values (Appendix B).

Fig. 2: Solutions in contour plots: α = 1%

The contours of the objective function values (solid black lines) indicate that, without the chance

credit constraint (14), the minimum objective function value lies in the bottom-right corner, while the

chance credit constraint pushes the solutions (the cluster of black dots) to the left. The plots also show

that the identified solutions cluster to the left of the chance constraint contour line for the given α value

(i.e., close to the boundary of feasible region), while achieving the lowest possible objective values. Note

that the final solutions do not exactly bind at the chance constraint and some of them violate the chance

constraint, due to the stochastic nature (statistical errors) of the hybrid algorithm.

Next, we compare the hybrid algorithm (Figure 1) with only the nested partitions method (NP,

Algorithm 4) in Tables 5 and 6, which are the results of 50 replications. Note that the last column ∆%

shows the relative gap between the mean values.

Table 5: Hybrid vs. NP: Eω[f(θ, ω)]

Hybrid NP

α Mean Stdev Mean Stdev ∆%*

1% 2713.57 14.07 2752.68 51.61 1.42%

2% 2472.63 34.51 2656.34 113.53 6.92%

5% 2096.50 29.43 2219.82 46.71 5.56%

* ∆% = (NP −Hybrid)/NP .
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Table 6: Hybrid vs. NP: Eω[g(θ, ω)] (or P+)

Hybrid NP

α Mean Stdev Mean Stdev ∆%*

1% 0.88% 0.04% 0.81% 0.10% 7.15%

2% 1.88% 0.10% 1.18% 0.39% 35.38%

5% 4.74% 0.26% 3.78% 0.37% 19.17%

* ∆ = [(α−NP )− (α−Hybrid)]/α.

The hybrid algorithm leads to more binding solutions against the chance credit constraint (i.e., higher

P+ values below α) than the nested partitions method does (Table 6), and such advantages translate

into improvement of objective values (Table 5). Moreover, the solutions of the hybrid algorithm show

consistently smaller variations in objective values and P+, implying that the hybrid algorithm tends to

be more stable than the nested partitions method.

5.3 Modeling and managerial insights

Zhao et al (2012) have demonstrated that the deterministic credit constraint has a substantial effect on

the operational cost: having a credit constraint drives the decision maker towards using more emergency

(air) transportation, leading to substantially higher operational cost. Our current results for α = 0 are

in line with this previous finding. Due to the introduction of the chance credit constraint in our model,

we are now able to investigate the effect of relaxing the deterministic credit constraint by allowing the

decision maker to exceed this constraint in a limited number of cases (with probability α). Note that in

all experimental results reported in this section, the algorithm parameter settings remain unchanged.

For our base case setting (as in Table 3), we show the results in Figure 3. We vary α from 0 to

20% and observe the consequences on the operational cost, inventory, negative cash position (or working

capital), and share of emergency orders. This allows us to fully understand the effect of including the

chance credit constraint (compared to a deterministic credit constraint). Note that, since the feasibility

detection procedure (Algorithm 2) is not applicable for exactly α = 0, we set α = ε (the tolerance level

in Algorithm 2) to approximate the case of α = 0.

As α increases, we observe the reduction in total operational cost, which is mainly caused by the

reduction in the transportation cost of emergency orders (Figure 3a). Also, as α increases, we observe an

increase in total inventory, including both on-hand inventory and pipeline inventory of regular orders,

which in turn results in an increase in negative cash position (Figure 3b). Effectively, even if the credit

constraint can only be marginally violated, the replenishment strategy changes quite dramatically by

investing in inventory to avoid the high transportation costs of the emergency replenishment. Note the

increase in pipeline inventory of regular orders despite the stochastic lead time. Apparently, a very tight

credit constraint significantly influences the tradeoff between working capital and transportation costs.

Figure 3c shows the reduction in the share and the pipeline inventory of emergency orders.

Figure 3 also indicates that, in the presence of a (tight) credit constraint, the decision maker is limited

in the total amount of inventory he can hold, and hence is forced to resort to the use of emergency orders.
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(a) Operational cost

(b) Inventory and cash position (c) Pipeline inventory (emergency) & share of emergency orders

Fig. 3: Base case

If α is higher, a higher working capital (or negative cash position) or its variability is allowed. This allows

the manufacturer to keep a higher on-hand inventory to reduce the need for emergency shipments. When

there is no credit limit (or α is allowed to be high), the low cost inventory strategy is generally preferable

to hedge against supply and demand uncertainty rather than the use of more expensive emergency orders.

Finally, note that there are decreasing marginal returns on the relaxation of the chance credit constraint:

increasing α from 0% to 5% gets a larger return than further quadrupling α to 20%.

An operational improvement that could be conducted in such a supply chain is to reduce the regular

transportation lead time, for instance by hiring a faster ocean shipping service or by speeding up the

customs clearance. Alternatively, the manufacturer may invest in reducing the variance of the regular

transportation lead time, for instance by working with a more reliable transportation service provider.

In the following (Figures 4-6), we perform a series of sensitivity analyses on the reduction in the mean

and standard deviation of the regular transportation lead time. In each figure, we compare reduced mean

versus reduced standard deviation (stdev) from 0% (base case setting) to 50%. We keep the standard

deviation unchanged (same as the base case setting) when we reduce the mean, and vice versa. We also

investigate the sensitivity to the down payment ratio γ.
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In Figure 4, we observe that the reduction in either mean or standard deviation of the regular

transportation lead time results in lower operational cost. However, the relative cost reduction effect

depends on their interaction with the chance credit constraint. When the credit constraint is tight

(α = 0), the reduction in mean lead time appears to be more effective than the reduction in lead time

standard deviation (the first block in Figure 4a vs. 4b; Figure 4c vs. 4d). When the credit constraint is

relaxed (α > 0), we observe different effects: when the down payment ratio is low, the reduction in lead

time standard deviation appears to be more effective than the reduction in mean lead time (Figures 4a

and 4b); when the down payment ratio is high, the reduction in mean lead time becomes more effective

(Figures 4c and 4d). Although we observe a decrease in the operational cost when either the mean or

standard deviation of the regular transportation lead time is reduced, the underlying mechanisms are

different. We investigate this next in greater detail.

The ability to reduce operational cost relies on the capability to increase inventory and thus to reduce

the expensive emergency orders, which is restricted by the chance credit constraint. By examining the

composition of inventory as shown in Figure 5, we find that, first, the reduction in mean lead time of the

regular transportation significantly reduces its pipeline inventory. The saving in working capital from

the reduction in pipeline inventory allows the manufacturer to increase its on-hand inventory (Figures 5a

and 5c). Note that as the lead time standard deviation remains unchanged, the manufacturer needs to

hedge against the same level of supply uncertainty, hence increasing the on-hand inventory will decrease

the need for emergency orders, and consequently reduce the operational cost. Note also that the effect of

the reduction in mean lead time of the regular transportation does not vary significantly with different

values of γ.

Second, when the standard deviation of the regular transportation lead time is reduced, the manufac-

turer is more certain of the delivery time of each regular order, which reduces the probability of violating

the credit constraint. The manufacturer is thus able to increase its base stock level for regular orders,

which is more economical. Consequently, with the mean lead time remaining unchanged, the pipeline

inventory of the regular orders increases (Figures 5b and 5d). When the down payment ratio is low,

the on-hand inventory increases as well (Figure 5b). However, if the down payment ratio is high, the

on-hand inventory almost remains almost unchanged (Figure 5d).

Figure 6 further explain the above observations. When the mean lead time of the regular transporta-

tion is reduced, the reduction in pipeline inventory reduces the corresponding working capital and thus

allows for an increase in the on-hand inventory to make maximum use of the available credit and to

reduce operational cost (Figures 6a and 6c). Recall the relationship between inventory and negative cash

position as in Equation (13). However, this substitution effect is different when the standard deviation

of the regular transportation lead time is reduced. In this case, although the mean pipeline inventory

cannot be reduced, the increased predictability of supply delivery leads to less variability in the working

capital needs. When the down payment ratio is low, the working capital hold by the pipeline inventory

is small, which allows for an increase in the on-hand inventory (Figure 6b). However, for high down

payment ratio, the large amount of working capital hold by the pipeline inventory due to the increase of

regular orders prevents the increase of on-hand inventory (Figure 6d).
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(a) Reduced mean lead time (γ = 10%) (b) Reduced lead time standard deviation (γ = 10%)

(c) Reduced mean lead time (γ = 30%) (d) Reduced lead time standard deviation (γ = 30%)

Fig. 4: Sensitivity analysis on regular transportation lead time: operational cost

5.4 Chance vs. deterministic credit constraint

Practically, it is unrealistic to obtain unlimited credit. Therefore, under the chance credit setting, we

perform a set of experiments on incorporating an additional deterministic constraint with a maximum

allowable credit limit (denoted as τmax) on the negative cash position. That is, we jointly consider a

chance credit constraint on τ as in (14) and a deterministic credit constraint on τmax (τmax ≥ τ) as in

(24).

− P(t) ≤ τmax,∀t = 1, · · · , T. (24)

We refer to this new credit constraint setting as chance credit constraint with credit cap τmax.

We present the new experiment results with credit cap τmax = 2τ in Figures 7a, 8a, and 9a. By

comparing them to the results of our base model (i.e., chance credit constraint without a credit cap) in

Figure 3, we observe that including the credit cap τmax = 2τ results in very little change to all results. We

show the empirical distribution of the over-limit credit in Appendix C. Intuitively, when τmax approaches

to τ , the chance credit constraint with a credit cap becomes the deterministic constraint with credit limit

τ .
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(a) Reduced mean lead time (γ = 10%) (b) Reduced lead time standard deviation (γ = 10%)

(c) Reduced mean lead time (γ = 30%) (d) Reduced lead time standard deviation (γ = 30%)

Fig. 5: Sensitivity analysis on regular transportation lead time: inventory

Next, we compare the impact of the chance credit constraint and that of the relaxed deterministic

credit constraint. To do so, we increase the credit limit τ of its base case value to τ · (1 +∆τ ), with ∆τ

from 1% to 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, while keeping α = 0. We refer to this credit constraint setting as

relaxed deterministic credit constraint. We acknowledge that it is difficult to establish a direct equivalence

between the values of α and ∆τ . We simply want to illustrate the impact of these two alternative

approaches to “relax” the original deterministic constraint with credit limit τ (i.e.,∆τ = 0% and α = 0%).

We present the results in Figures 7b, 8b, and 9b. In Figure 7, we observe that the operational cost

reduces rapidly as α increases, while there is a fairly small amount of cost reduction as ∆τ increases. More

specifically, when α increases from 0% to 20%, the emergency transportation cost reduces by 77%, while

the share of the emergency transportation cost almost halves and that of the regular transportation cost

increases by a factor of 6 (Figure 7a). This is due to the large reduction in the share of emergency orders

(Figure 9a). However, when ∆τ increases from 0% to 20%, the emergency transportation cost reduces

by 14% only. The share of the emergency transportation cost barely reduces and that of the regular

transportation cost barely increases (Figure 7b). Further, the share of the emergency orders barely

reduces (Figure 9b). Note that the average negative cash position under the chance credit constraint

increases significantly, while this does not happen under the deterministic credit constraint (Figure 8).
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(a) Reduced mean lead time (γ = 10%) (b) Reduced lead time standard deviation (γ = 10%)

(c) Reduced mean lead time (γ = 30%) (d) Reduced lead time standard deviation (γ = 30%)

Fig. 6: Sensitivity analysis on regular transportation lead time: working capital

(a) Chance credit constraint with credit cap τmax = 2τ (b) Relaxed deterministic credit constraint

Fig. 7: Chance vs. relaxed deterministic credit constraint: operational cost
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(a) Chance credit constraint with credit cap τmax = 2τ (b) Relaxed deterministic credit constraint

Fig. 8: Chance vs. relaxed deterministic credit constraint: inventory and cash position

(a) Chance credit constraint with credit cap τmax = 2τ (b) Relaxed deterministic credit constraint

Fig. 9: Chance vs. relaxed deterministic credit constraint: pipeline inventory (emergency) & share of

emergency orders

Apparently, during the period when the credit limit is exceeded under the chance credit constraint, it

may be exceeded by an amount larger than ∆τ . (Note from our discussion in Appendix C that the

over-limit credit is still correlatively constrained by the tightness of the chance constraint.) The chance

credit constraint is hence much better in dealing with the stochastic nature of the underlying process.

Under a deterministic credit constraint, a large share of emergency orders are needed to deal with this

stochastic nature.

6 Conclusions

Many assembly operations in emerging economies are faced with unavoidable imports of relatively ex-

pensive components that require full or partial prepayment. When ordering these components, a choice

can be made between low cost regular (ocean) transportation and high cost emergency (air) transporta-
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tion. In such a system, the lead time of the regular transportation mode is stochastic, and the review

periods of the two modes are different. In this paper, we study such a dual mode inventory management

problem under a chance credit constraint. The chance credit constraint allows for occasional exceeding

of the credit limit and leads to new insights to the problem, compared to the situation where the credit

constraint is deterministic.

In order to do so, we need to be able to deal with a chance constrained stochastic optimization

problem. To this end, we develop a hybrid simulation optimization algorithm that is both efficient and

effective in solving the problem at hand. The hybrid algorithm, integrating the modified nested partitions

method, the feasibility detection procedure, and the KN++ procedure, can be used for a variety of

problems that display similar characteristics, and hence is a contribution to this algorithmic field.

The availability of the solution algorithm allows us to develop managerial insights on the behavior of

the near-optimal policy operating such a complicated dual mode system. We show that only allowing for

a relatively small probability to violate the credit constraint can considerably improve the performance

of the system. Hence, for financers or guarantors (such as governments that guarantee letters of credit),

it may pay off considerably to allow for a 2% chance of violating the credit limit instead of increasing

the credit limit while keeping it tight. Such effects cannot be obtained by even substantially extending

the credit limit in the deterministic credit constraint.

Under the chance credit constraint, the benefits of reducing mean and variance of the regular trans-

portation lead time are substantial. Given the fact that there is a choice of ocean carriers with differ-

ent levels of reliability, the presence of a credit constraint may drive assembly operations in emerging

economies to give preference to more reliable ocean carriers to avoid high cost air shipments, while non-

credit-constrained assembly operations may prefer cheaper yet less reliable ocean carriers since they can

resolve the uncertainty in supply delivery with (cheaper) inventories. The use of a chance credit con-

straint instead of a deterministic credit constraint may also address feasibility and service degradation

problems as found by Bendavid et al (2016).

It is clear that reducing the mean and variance of the regular (ocean) transportation lead time bring

substantial financial benefits through operational cost reductions. However, the underlying mechanisms

and effects are complicated due to the interaction with the chance credit constraint. The reduction in

the mean of ocean transportation lead time brings reduction in the pipeline inventory, and hence is

particularly effective when the chance credit constraint is tight or when the required down payment is

relatively high; on the contrary, the reduction in the variance of the ocean transportation lead time leads

to less variance in the working capital, allowing for the working capital to be increased, and is hence

more effective if the chance credit constraint is loose or the required down payment is relatively low.

The latter insight is due to the probabilistic effect of the chance credit constraint, and highlights the

importance to take the chance credit constraint into account, even to understand directional effects.
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A Nested Partitions Method

The nested partitions method is described in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 The nested partitions method

Step 0 Initialization.

Set iteration counter k = 0.

Set the most promising region σ(k) to be the entire search region Θ.

Step 1 Partition.

If the most promising region is a singleton (containing only one point),

it remains unchanged (no partitions).

Else, partition the most promising region σ(k) into Mσ(k) subregions, σr(k),

r = 1, . . . ,Mσ(k) (using the “biggest range” partition policy).

Aggregate the surrounding regions into one region σMσ(k)+1(k), which

will be treated as one of the subregions.

Step 2 Sampling and evaluation of solution points.

In each subregion σr(k), randomly sample Nσr(k) solution points, denoted as θri ,

i = 1, . . . , Nσr(k).

For each θri , run the simulation model and evaluate f̂(θri , ω) and ĝ(θri , ω)

with Nθri replications of random streams of ω ∈ Ω.

Denoted the corresponding sample means as f̄(θri ) and ḡ(θri ), respectively.

If ḡ(θri ) > α (violating the chance credit constraint (20)), set f̄(θri ) = bigM.

Step 3 Select the most promising region.

Estimate the promising index for each subregion σr(k), r = 1, . . . ,Mσ(k) + 1,

Îr = mini∈{1,...,Nσr(k)} f̄(θri ).

Select the subregion with the best (minimum) promising index as the most

promising region.

If the subregion is a singleton,

keep the corresponding solution (θri ) as a candidate solution and

add its visit counter by 1.

If the index corresponds to the surrounding region,

backtrack (the most promising region) to the entire region Θ.

If k = Kmax, terminate and output the candidate (singleton) solution with the

largest visit count.

Otherwise, set k = k + 1. Go to Step 1.

B Solutions in contour plots

In the following, we show the solutions of the hybrid algorithm in contour plots corresponding to α = 2% and α = 5%

(similar to Figure 2 except the locations of the solution points). In addition, we also provide the results of the solutions

and the corresponding objective function values of the hybrid algorithm in Table 7.
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Fig. 10: Solutions in contour plots: α = 2%

Fig. 11: Solutions in contour plots: α = 5%

C Empirical distribution of the over-limit credit

We further examine the empirical distribution of the “realized credits” in the numerical examples. In particular, we evaluate

one optimal solution of our base model (without a credit cap) for α = 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, respectively, and present the
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Table 7: Solutions of the hybrid algorithm

Optimal (S1, S2) Objective value

α
Average

(S̄1, S̄2)

Range

(SL1 , S
U
1 ), (SL2 , S

U
2 )

Average

f̄

Range

(fL, fU )

1% (3329.9, 352.6) (3328.0, 3333.0), (349.0, 356.8) 2713.6 (2709.3, 2716.4)

2% (3696.1, 356.1) (3696.3, 3707.8), (347.3, 357.5) 2472.6 (2458.4, 2472.0)

5% (4275.2, 350.1) (4262.0, 4302.0), (345.0, 354.0) 2096.5 (2076.4, 2102.8)

histograms of the over-limit credit (i.e., max(−P(t)− τ, 0)) observed in 1000 simulation replications in Figure 12. It shows

that, although our base model does not explicitly enforce a cap on the over-limit credit, the over-limit credit is still bounded

to some extent. We further observe that a tighter chance credit constraint results in lower credit line.

Fig. 12: Histograms of the over-limit credit with different α values.

The negative cash position is computed according to Equation (13). The pipeline inventory and on-hand inventory

in consecutive periods are correlated. Therefore, the negative cash positions in consecutive periods are also correlated. If

the negative cash position is extremely high in one period, it is also likely to be high in the surrounding periods, which

altogether increase the overall chance to violate the credit limit τ .
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